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We simplify construction
At Lindab we believe strongly in packages. Our lengthy experience and close contact with the market 

have taught us that complete packaged solutions, delivered just-in-time and backed up by superior sup-

port and service are much in demand. Over the years we have delivered countless solutions, large and 

small, to an ever-increasing number of international customers and partners. 

This brochure presents you with a selection of these deliveries and shows how our solutions for simplified 

construction have been turned into successful end results.
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building systems

Pre-engineered single or multi- 

storey steel constructions for 

commercial and industrial 

buildings.

Product groups

RAinline

Our extensive assortment 

of steel roof-drainage 

products.

constRuline

Beams, battens and 

purlins for lightweight 

steel construction.

coveRline

Steel wall and roof 

claddings for a variety 

of uses.

seAmline

Standing seam roofing 

and accessories.

dooRline

Well-insulated and durable 

garage and industrial doors.

AiR duct systems

A complete range of ventilation 

ducts with a patented seal 

that provides superior sealing 

properties.

comfoRt

Systems and products essential 

for a healthy and comfortable 

indoor climate such as silencers, 

chilled beams, diffusors etc.
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Office

Extensive air duct system-delivery to 19-storey office complex in Birming-
ham consisting of Lindab Safe circular duct system and fittings. An ex-
tremely tight delivery schedule put pressure on customer Boyd and Co who, 
thanks to just-in-time deliveries and flawless final pressure testing, managed 
the delivery with flying colours.

cOlmOre plaza

PRoject Air duct system for new 19-storey office building

customeR Boyd and Co

locAtion Birmingham, United Kingdom

Air Duct systems
 comFort

With its vibrant red wall cladding and contrasting grey curtain wall the archi-
tectually pleasing Artim Inwest building was quickly filled with tenants. The 
2,000 m2 Astron multi-storey building was delivered and erected according 
to plan, leaving the investor completely satisfied with building times as well 
as price/quality ratio.

artim iNWeSt

PRoject Multi-storey building system for office building

customeR Artim-Serwis 

locAtion Opole, Poland

builDing systems
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Air Duct systems
comForthaSSelblad

PRoject Air duct system, chilled beams and heating panels for office building

customeR LH Vent Teknik, LG Contracting and Andersson & Hultmark Ingenjörsbyrå 

locAtion Gothenburg, Sweden

When architects Krok & Tjäder designed the new headquarters and plant for Swedish camera manu-
facturer Hasselblad, glass was chosen as the primary facade material. This puts great demands on the 
efficiency and adaptability of the indoor climate system. LH Vent Teknik, LG Contracting and Andersson 
& Hultmark Ingenjörsbyrå chose Lindab Professor F45 chilled beams, Lindab Atrium heating panels and 
a complete Lindab Safe ducts. Following the usual final adjustments, the system provides a comfortable 
and healthy indoor climate. 
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FiNNiSh State palace

PRoject Air duct system delivery to Finnish Governement of State building

customeR YIT

locAtion Helsinki, Finland

Office

When the Palace of the Council of State at Senate Square in Helsinki, 
Finland was thoroughly renovated, Lindab Safe was chosen for its ease of 
installation, tightness and energy-efficiency. Picture above shows the 
Presidental Reception Hall, which since the late nineties has provided its 
occupants and guests with a healthy indoor climate. 

Air Duct systems Sci SadimO

PRoject Multi-storey building system for office building

customeR C.I.R.

locAtion Reims, France

The delivery consisted of two identical three-storey buildings of 1,360 m2 
each. Both Astron-buildings were completed in only 6 months which ena-
bled investor SCI Sadimo to quickly flll the buildings with tenants. The use of 
the Astron Inodek-system reduced the construction’s pillars to a minimum 
thereby maximizing useable space on each floor.

builDing systems
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libertY bUildiNG

PRoject Multi-storey building system for office building

customeR  Industry Project and Engineering Systems (IPES)

locAtion Gent, Belgium

The Liberty building just outside Gent in Belgium earned the title Astron Building of the Year 2005. The 
six-storey building measuring a total of 14,500 m2 is not only aesthetically and architecturally pleasing. The 
swift and secure building processes, in combination with simplified fire protection and other steel building 
systems advantages, resulted in an investment cost below budget. The use of Astron Inodek creates fur-
ther advantages, since moving and rearranging inner walls to suit each tenant’s preference is easily done.

builDing systems
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Office

NaVet

PRoject Chilled beams and air duct system for office building

customeR EU Ventilation 

locAtion Gothenburg, Sweden

At Lindholmen Science Park, Navet is one of the predominant buildings. When White 
architects designed the building, function and appearance were important criteria when the 
building’s chilled beams were chosen. A comfortable indoor climate is provided through 
around 700 Lindab Professor and Lindab Polaris chilled beams mounted both hanging and 
built-in flush with the inner ceilings. A complete Lindab Safe air duct system supplies the 
14,500 m2 building and the Professor and Polaris beams with fresh air.

Air Duct systems
comFort teleNOr

PRoject Air duct system and steel studs in partition walls for office building 

customeR Bravida (Ventilation) and Skanska Norway (Profile)

locAtion Fornebu, Norway

Delivery of steel studs to inner walls and air duct system to the 
headquarters of Telenor, Norway’s leading national telecom operator. 
Lindab RdB studs and other Construline lightweight construction 
products were delivered to the buildings 65,000 m2 of partition walls. 
A major Lindab air duct system delivers around 1,400,000 m3 air per 
hour to the building’s 6,000 inhabitants. 

Air Duct systems
construline
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When Belgian ventilation contractor Satim SA chose Lindab as supplier of
the complete air duct system to the 144 high Dexia Towers, today one of 
Brussels best-known landmarks, energy efficiency and delivery security were 
the two main factors. The building’s 37 stories are supplied with air from 
the circular Lindab Safe delivery. This was complemented with rectangular 
ducts from Lindab as well.

dexia tOWerS

PRoject Air duct system for office building

customeR Satim 

locAtion Brussels, Belgium

Air Duct systems
 comFort

Delivery of two storey head office for Astron Builder Directline Structures.“The new Astron building will give us a perfect show-case 
for the possibilities that the Astron system presents to our customers and investors”, says Managing Director Duncan Murray of 
Directline Structures. The building is essentially built on a series of Astron’s typical standard solutions. One exception is the interme-
diate floor structure which consists of Lindab’s galvanised C-profiles instead of the more commonly used concrete beams. It has 
made the construction of the floor structure simpler and more economical and it suits the raised floor that the building will contain 
perfectly. Furthermore, it avoided having to use a heavy mobile crane for hoisting the concrete elements.

directliNe StrUctUreS

PRoject Construction of new head office for Astron Builder of 20 years

customeR Directline Structures

locAtion Ashford, Kent, Great Britain

builDing systems
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Office

Steria

PRoject Indoor climate system for major office renovation

customeR Villingshøj & Messerschmidt Klimateknik

locAtion Copenhagen, Denmark

When Steria, one of Europe’s 10 largest IT services providers, needed to modernise it’s Copenhagen 
premises the comfort solutions of Lindab came in handy. Steria expressed desires to improve both 
ventilation and, if possible, raise the ceiling to provide a more airy indoor environment. By using 
Lindab’s new chilled beam Plexus, Villingshøj & Messerschmidt Klimateknik could meet Steria’s 
requirements with ease. Furthermore, the unique 360° dispersion pattern of Plexus provides very low 
air velocities at high cooling effects, which translates into a comfortable indoor climate. 

Air Duct systems
comFort
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rambøll

PRoject Indoor climate system for office building renovation

customeR Rambøll Sweden and TKI

locAtion Stockholm, Sweden

Rambøll is the leading Nordic technical consultant company. When moving to larger premises the 
building needed a thorough renovation including raising of the inner ceilings. By prescribing low-built 
Lindab Professor and Plexus chilled beams, Rambøll could design a solution combining very low air 
velocities at high cooling effects that still fit perfectly within the restrained installation spaces. Ventila-
tion and technical installer TKI has now put some 440 Professor and 110 Plexus in place. 

Air Duct systems
comFort
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Office

heWlett packard

PRoject Indoor climate system for large office building

locAtion Solna, Sweden

Delivery of chilled beams to Swedish head office of Hewlett Packard. The delivery has been done in 
several stages, the first being the delivery of some 300 units of the Lindab Polaris chilled beam, later 
followed by a similarly sized delivery of the Lindab Podium chilled beam.

comFort

customeR Montör (phase 1) and Ventilator (phase 2)
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SOlNa bUSiNeSS ceNter

PRoject Indoor climate system for business center

customeR Skärgårdsluft et al

locAtion Solna, Sweden

When Solna Business Center planned and designed their new office hotel, the Lindab chilled beams 
Kabinett and Professor presented an excellent choice in meeting the specified indoor climate criteria. 
Kabinett is used in all office spaces while both Kabinett and Professor are used in kitchens and other 
spaces. All mountings are done recessed in a suspended ceiling.  
 

comFort
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Office

FiNaNcial ceNtre bUildiNG

PRoject Indoor climate system for major office renovation

customeR Sydtotal

locAtion Stockholm, Sweden

The renovation of a complex office building in central Stockholm, used by one of Sweden’s larger 
financial companies, proved to be a demanding exercise when both a comfortable indoor climate and 
a smoothly running construction work were needed. By installing the Lindab Fasadium façade ap-
paratus throughout the office existing installations could be used extensively, yet providing an indoor 
climate that met all specifications. This also meant that disturbances due to the renovation work 
could be kept at a minimum.  

Air Duct systems
comFort
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lUNdbeck

PRoject Aestethically pleasing indoor climate solution for executive board building

customeR Klimodan

locAtion Valby/Copenhagen, Denmark

Lundbeck is one the leading Danish pharmaceutical companies, with factories and offices just outside 
central Copenhagen. When planning a new five storey executive board building, with large glass 
façade sections, the demand for a fitting indoor climate solution was critical. So was the need for an 
aestethical solution that really could match the architect’s vision of an attractive indoor environment. 
By using the Fusion suspended ceiling concept, with integrated Lindab Fusion cooling baffles, both 
demands were met without problems. Installer and customer Klimodan also installed a Lindab Air 
duct system in the building.

Air Duct systems
comFort
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Office

bOSch deNmark

PRoject Versio diffusers adapted for suspended ceilings to office renovation

customeR T. Jespersen Ventilation

locAtion Ballerup, Denmark

The renovation of Bosch Danish head office building just outside central Copenhagen demanded updating of the old indoor climate 
system. By choosing Versio three important advantages were realized. Firstly, its rotating distribution provides maximum effect without the 
problem of draft. Secondly, Versio is ideally suited to be adapted to the chosen ceiling giving a perfect match which in turn results in an 
aesthetic and harmonious office environment. Finally, the simplified installation of Versio made the process swift with minimal disturbance 
to the activities at the Bosch head office.

Air Duct systems
comFort
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ALTRA SEDE • LombARDiA cEnTRE

PRoject Pilot indoor climate solution for regional administrative and cultural centre

customeR Aertermica

locAtion Milan, Italy

The delivery of no fewer than 3,740 Pilot chilled beams to what will become Italy’s and one of Europe’s most spectacular buildings, 
the new administrative centre for Regione Lombardia in the heart of Milan, is not only an excellent reference, it is also Lindab’s 
biggest Comfort order to date. The buildings’ total surface area of 140,000 m2 will be used for administrative purposes but will also 
include an auditorium, exhibition space, restaurants as well as a central piazza with a domed glass roof. Together with ventilation 
system contractor Aertermica and the architects Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, Lindab has developed a solution with integrated light-
ing into the Pilot chilled beams offering a product that is both functional, architecturally appealing and energy-efficient.

comFort

Delivery of Pilot and Plexus chilled beams to Hungarian pharmaceutical company Gedeon 
Richter and one of their Budapest facilities. The choice of Pilot and Plexus has resulted in a 
quiet, draft-free and attractive solution which automatically manages both the heating and 
cooling of the rooms, with lower energy consumption and easy maintenance as an extra 
bonus. “Lindab’s support and advice, both to our consultants and to us concerning the 
design and product selection, provided significant benefits for us,” says Vilmos Csonka, 
Project Manager at Gedeon Richter.

GedeON richter

PRoject Chilled beam system for pharmaceutical company

customeR Gedeon Richter

locAtion Budapest, Hungary

 comFort
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Office

comFort

PRoject Delivery of energy efficient Plexus Chilled beams to office

customeR DNF

locAtion Stavanger/Sandnes, Norway

Property owners want efficiency and flexibility, architects want freedom and aesthetics. Consultants want a solution 
that meets the requirements and installers need ease of installation. When builder and wall producer Block Berge Bygg 
decided to add a top floor to their headquarters in Stavanger DNF and Lindab Comfort distributor came up with the 
perfect solution, the new Plexus heating and chilled beams. Since Plexus is installed in the ceiling it gives full architectual 
freedom with no needs for a radiator system. “It was easy to install and gives us a very comfortable indoor climate with 
excellent energy qualities,” says Henning Løland, head of marketing and product development at Block Berge Bygg. 

blOck berGe bYGG
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SONY ericSSON mObile cOmmUNicatiONS

PRoject Complete indoor climate system for IT operation

customeR Skanska Inneklimat

locAtion Lund, Sweden

Delivery of a complete indoor climate system to new Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications IT 
development facility. In addition to an extensive Lindab Safe delivery, the solution also consists of 
540 Professsor chilled beams, 170 Atrium heating panels and further Lindab diffuser products. “We 
had the freedom to choose the supplier as no brand had been specified,” says Sven Johansson, 
Skanska Inneklimat, “and since Lindab’s price was good, we received great help with the calcula-
tions and we know their delivery service from previously, we opted for Lindab. Their chilled beams 
are easy to assemble in the ceilings and obviously fit perfectly with the Lindab Safe duct system.” 

Air Duct systems
comFort
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Office

Delivery of Lindab convection beams to LEED classified office complex in Portland, USA. Carat was specified by ZGF 
due to its efficient indoor climate properties and low energy consumption.“Lindab’s Carat chilled beam undoubtedly 
has a very interesting ‘hybrid function’ in that it is based on a 50/50 combination of convection and radiation, whereas 
other chilled beams are mainly based on convection,” says Scott Davies of Air Commodities, responsible for the on-site 
coordination and installation of the 242 Carat beams.

The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a classification standard for buildings that was launched 
by the U.S. Green Building Council in 1998.

Delivery of Lindab Carat convection beams to the 31 storey, 36,500 m2 office complex of 123 Albert 
Street, Brisbane. With 2,435 Carat convection beams in place 123 Albert Street will have a cooling 
system that is highly functional, energy efficient and maintenance free. It will provide staff of the future 
tenant, Rio Tinto, with a pleasant and productive indoor climate even when the sun is shining most 
fiercely on the building’s glass and concrete facade. The building will receive the Australian “6 Star 
Green Rating” as well as the “5 Star Australian Building Greenhouse Rating”.

albert Street

PRoject

customeR Frenger UK/Australia

Delivery of Carat convection beams to green rated office complex

locAtion Brisbane, Australia

comFort comFortpOrtlaNd

PRoject Delivery of Carat convection beams to LEED classified office complex

customeR Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects (ZGF)

locAtion Portland, Oregon, USA
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PRoject Delivery of energy efficient Plexus Chilled beams to own office

customeR DNF

locAtion Stavanger/Sandnes, Norway

Having installed the very first Plexus heating and cooling system at Block Berge Bygg, DNF decided 
that Plexus would be the obvious solution for their own offices. “We had been looking for a heating 
system that would fit with low temperature systems such as heat pump operation and also free us 
from the radiator solutions,” says Jarl Nilsen, CEO and HVAC engineer at DNF. “Plexus offers these 
very benefits. Being able to offer a ceiling beam that takes care of the entire ventilation, cooling and 
heating needs gives us a big advantage when planning new energy-efficient customer solutions.”

dNF hVac ceNtre comFort
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Office

SeabrOkerS bUildiNG

PRoject Indoor climate system for office complex

customeR KlimaSystem (distributor)

locAtion Stavanger, Norway

The Seabrokers Building in Stavanger, Norway, is one of many office buildings in Stavanger’s expanding industrial 
park dedicated to the Norwegian offshore industry. By using a comprehensive system of Lindab’s Atrium thermal 
panels, all the heatings need for the entire Seabrokers Building – offices, public areas and atriums – are met. The 
result is pleasant and comfortable radiant heat from the rooms’ ceilings and walls of the large open glass sur-
faces. By using radiant heating with Atrium, an architectural freedom was made possible. Something that would 
otherwise have been hindered by using a traditional radiator system. 

comFort
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industry

Delivery of extensive air duct system to 8 story, 23,000 m2 laboratory. The 
delivery was a mix of galvanized, stainless and pre-painted ducts and fittings 
in both circular and rectangular. Bravida ranked it as one of their most com-
plicated and “duct dense” projects so far. The tremendous quantities and 
extreme airtightness specifications proved no problem for Lindab.

aStra zeNeca

PRoject Air duct system for laboratory and animal house 

customeR Bravida 

locAtion Södertälje, Sweden

Air Duct systems
 

As one of the car industry’s premium manufacturers, with technology, quality 
and design at the forefront, it was especially pleasing that BMW themselves 
specified Lindab as sole supplier of the Air duct system to the new BMW 
production plant in Leipzig. One of Germany’s leading installers Imtech has, 
through its Münich office, delivered more than 54,000 metres of Lindab 
ducts and thousands of Lindab Safe fittings. The delivery was meticulously 
planned with an extremely exact delivery schedule. Lindab Germany looked 
upon it as “business as usual”. 

bmW

PRoject Air duct system and air system products for car factory

customeR Imtech München

locAtion Leipzig, Germany

Air Duct systems
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The Arla dry milk processing unit at Vimmerby is classified as a clean-room 
environment. This is why the main part of the building is equipped with a 
stainless steel Lindab Safe air duct system. The processing equipment is 
continually cleaned with acid, which in turn results in acid vapours in the 
totally automatic processing sections. YIT and Arla naturally decided on 
stainless-steel ducts in environmetally demanding parts of the building. 

arla VimmerbY

PRoject Stainless steel air duct system, diffusers and grilles for food processing plant

customeR YIT Sverige  

locAtion Vimmerby, Sweden

Air Duct systems
 comFort

Delivery of pre-painted air duct system with ducts, fittings and dampers as 
well as Comfort products like silencers and motorised diffusers. 

aarbakke

PRoject Air duct system for off-shore industry

customeR Simex 

locAtion Bryne, Norway

Air Duct systems
comFort 
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arla VimmerbY
Stainless steel air duct system
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industry

The 3,460 m2 building for Swiss plastics company Faser Plast features 
many interesting architectural characteristics. These include rounded shop 
windows and a monumental main entrance portal both in a powerful red 
colour contrasting with the elegant silver grey PA panel wall cladding. The 
satisfied customer has already ordered a second production from Lindab. 

FaSer plaSt

PRoject Building system for plastics processing plant

customeR F.H.U. Multi-Project

locAtion Pomerania, Poland

builDing systems 

Delivery of a combined single-storey building and multi-storey building to 
Caves Gales, a well-known Luxembourg producer of sparkling white wine. 

caVeS GaleS

PRoject Building system for sparkling wine production facility

customeR Prisma Bauelemente

locAtion Ellange, Luxembourg

builDing systems
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The Laholms Glas delivery consists of both Ventilation and Profile products.  The 1,800 m2 building is a Lindab Steel hall 
with Lindab Coverline wall and roof cladding and Lindab Rainline guttering system, both complemented with a Lindab 
Safe air duct system and Comfort diffusers. External and partition walls are constructed using Lindab Construline.

lahOlmS GlaS

PRoject Air duct system, steel hall and building component delivery

customeR Laholmsplåtslagarna and Bygg-Andersson

locAtion Laholm, Sweden

Air Duct systems
 comFort

rAinline
construline

coverline
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Delivery of circular Lindab Safe air duct system in Aluzinc instead of stand-
ard galvanized steel. Inneklimatteknik chose Aluzinc for all ducts, fittings and 
fasteners in order to adhere to the environmental demands specified for this 
type of beverage production plant with high humidity. 

mackmYra

PRoject Air duct system for distillery in old industry building

customeR Inneklimatteknik Gävle 

locAtion Gävle, Sweden

Air Duct systems
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Delivery of circular Lindab Safe air duct system to new production plant. 
Using six metre duct sections halved the number of connections resulting 
in an easier and more speedy installation of the 3,700 m long duct system. 
Diameters used were mainly 630 and 800 mm although 1,000 mm ducts 
were used extensively in the many fan rooms. To ensure a clean installation 
all duct sections were delivered capped to the building site. 

Nibe

PRoject Air duct system for stove production plant

customeR Hallands Vent & Plåt

locAtion Markaryd, Sweden

Air Duct systems
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Delivery of Lindab HLD displacement diffusers with thermal control as well as a complete Lindab Safe duct system to Jitech’s new powder coating plant. “This is one of Europe’s most flexible facili-
ties,” says Mikael Johnsson, project manager at Jitech. “We have not just had strict demands for increased quality, faster processing and better logistics. Energy efficiency is also high up on the list of 
demands. The deliveries from Lindab have helped us to achieve these energy goals.”

Displacement diffusers often stand on the workshop floor and tend to be quickly dented after installation, but with Lindab’s inverted roof hanging HLD diffuser, this problem is completely avoided 
and the diffuser can be placed entirely based on the ventilation requirement. Each HLD has a bimetallic thermostat directing warm supply air downwards and cold air to the sides, thereby completely 
adapting itself to the room’s air temperature and as it does not need any power supply, this provides increased energy efficiency. 

The new plant building and office is also equipped with Lindab Rainline guttering system.

Jitech

PRoject Delivery of ADS and Comfort products to powder coating facility

customeR Skanska Inneklimat

locAtion Tingsryd, Sweden

industry

Air Duct systems
comFort
rAinline
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When Astron delivered three production plants to long-time customer Faurecia, the ability to comple-
ment the deliveries with complete ventilation systems for all three buildings simplified the building 
process. The delivery increased the production facility in Pisek by some 40,000 m2. Using Lindab IT 
tools and CADvent software furthermore relieved the customer of coordination and planning of both 
the building and the entire duct system. The buildings were erected by Astron Builder Simont, while 
Uniblock handled the installation of the air duct systems. 

FaUrecia

PRoject Building system and air duct system for leading car industry subcontractor

customeRs Faurecia Group

locAtion Pisek, Czech Republic

Air Duct systems
builDing systems
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The delivery to M+M Technik and their installation for the Eichhof Brewery was Lindab Switzerland’s 
first delivery of the new Lindab Safe Click system. The system substancially simplifies the installation 
of a duct system since sections and fittings are “clicked” together, eliminating the need for screws and 
tools. It furthermore provides a smooth interior which facilitates servicing and cleaning. M+M estimated 
that the installation was completed about 50% faster than using conventional rubber sealed ducts.   

eichhOF

PRoject Air duct system for brewery

customeR M+M Technik

locAtion Rotkreuz, Switzerland

Air Duct systems
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Nyttogrönt is a large Swedish supplier of pea and sun flower shoots for the restaurants and food halls.
Breeding shoots is an activity needing large amounts of water. In combination with the food industrys 
need for hygiene Nyttogrönt looked for the best possible solution when expanding the business with a 
new cultivation hall. Lindab suggested a hall built “in side out” leaving a smooth and clean inside with 
the supporting beams on the outside. The result is a inside cultivation facility that is easy to clean and 
that withstands the water and moist without problems.

NYttOGröNt

PRoject Building system for cultivation facility

customeRs Nyttogrönt

locAtion Munka Ljungby, Sweden

builDing systems
coverline

construline
rAinline
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The Builder Dealer W.P.I.P.’s delivery to Lumel, one of Poland’s major manufacturers of equipment for industrial automation, was their first delivery including both a Building System and Ventilation/
Comfort systems. The delivery consisted of an Astron Building of nearly 15,000 m2 together with a Lindab Safe duct system complete with components and dampers, as well as RS14 and RGS 
type diffusers from Lindab’s Comfort range. The ventilation installation was conducted by ventilation contractor Instal Plast. “We now have a modern production facility that is tailored to our needs, 
and with a ventilation system that works perfectly and genuinely lives up to all expectations,” explains Kazimierz Sprawka, Investment Manager at Lumel. ”The Lindab systems has given us a highly 
energy efficient solution, which is becoming increasingly important in today’s situation.”

lUmel

PRoject Building Systems and ventilation delivery to industrial automation equipment manufacturer

customeRs W.P.I.P. and Instal Plast

locAtion Zielona Góra, Poland

builDing systems
Doorline

Air Duct systems
comFort 
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Delivery of a comprehensive Lindab Safe system and Plexus chilled beams to Safegate International, 
a company producing and marketing safety equipment for runways and airports. The company’s new 
headquarters is an interesting, aircraft-like building with a demonstration facility that includes part of 
a fully equipped runway. By choosing Plexus a comfortable and completely draft free indoor climate 
could easily be achieved.

SaFeGate iNterNatiONal

PRoject Ventilation and indoor climate delivery to office and show-rooms

customeRs Skanska Inneklimat

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

Air Duct systems
comFort 
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Astron has, through its Builder Dealer TMT Wadowice, delivered two SSB halls, one MSB building as well as two 20 tonne traverses to the factory and headquarters of the 
plastic component manufacturer Metchem. The latest extension includes an Astron MSB, whose office facade is dominated by an intriguing orange cube projecting from the 
building giving the facade a very clear architectural expression in displaying the Metchem logo. “TMT Wadowice and Astron have given us very beautiful and suitable buildings,” 
says Tadeusz Grabowski CEO at Metchem. “It is also highy significant that everything was carried out in accordance with timetable and budget. We never wanted conventional 
building technology but instead the flexibility, control and speed that steel building systems entail. TMT Wadowice and Astron’s timing, delivery and on-the-spot support provided 
exactly the speed and quality we were after. We are now planning phase three and see no reason to change partners.”

metchem

PRoject Building Systems for car component manufacturer

customeRs TMT Wadowice

locAtion Wadowice, Poland

builDing systems
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The deliveries of circular and rectangular ducts and silencers to Boliden’s new Aitik 36 mine.“This is about substantial buildings, demanding really big ventilation system.The enrichment plant is 80 m 
wide, 250 m long and has a ceiling height of 48 m,” explains Anders Öhlund, project manager for ventilation and ducts at Boliden’s construction manager Outotec. “We have specified the air tightness 
class for both the circular and rectangular ducts and since Lindab doesn’t just meet these requirements but also has a manufacturing unit in Boliden Lindab’s solution was a hard to beat combination 
of air tightness, quality, easy assembly and economic transportation.”

aitik 36

PRoject Delivery of duct system for the expansion project at Boliden’s Aitik mine outside Gällivare

customeR JR Mekan and JPAB Installationsteknik 

locAtion Gällivare, Sweden

Air Duct systems
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WESCO-Keller is one of the leading Swiss companies in extraction technology, delivering everything from small filter plants 
for grinding and soldering processes to complex integrated solutions for the pharmaceutical industry. “Flow simulations of 
filter plants often play an important part in the planning work, but the design and calculations for the actual duct system are 
also essential,” says Kim Flach at WESCO-Keller. “Since joining the Lindab Partnership we have gained access to Lindab 
CADvent programmes. This not only increases our chances of winning contracts, it also optimises our profitability from the 
initial design work right up to handover to the end customer.” With the help of CADvent WESCO Keller’s engineers can now 
quickly, easily and accurately plan the most complex Lindab Transfer facilities.

WeScO-keller

PRoject Delivery of Lindab Transfer and efficient IT solutions to particle- and dust-extraction leader

customeR WESCO-Keller and their plant builders

locAtion Arbon, Switzerland

Air Duct systems

Delivery of structural cassettes and Sinus profiling in a complete package facade solution that 
included the assembly, system products and attachments to Bauchemie’s new production 
facility in Bucharest. “High quality and accurate, secure deliveries – you can understand why 
we chose Lindab,” says Mihaela Mrosek, representative of Bauchemie SLR. “That our expecta-
tions were even surpassed when it came to delivery times was extremely positive.”

Bauchemie is a worldwide group within solutions based on building chemicals and is currently 
active in more than 30 markets.

baUchemie

PRoject Delivery of structural cassettes and profiling to production plant

customeR Devis Constructii

locAtion Bucharest, Romania

coverline
construline
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Air Duct systems
comFort

Delivery of a complete indoor climate system to new Lindström production facility, 
which in addition to an extensive Lindab Safe delivery also consists of a variety of 
diffusers and silencers plus some 30 chilled beams. The ventilation and indoor climate 
control is maintained using Lindab’s Pilot chilled beams, a solution which in conjunc-
tion with a very tight Lindab Safe system, has contributed to a noticeable reduction in 
the annual energy consumption.

The Pareto Print deliveries consist of both a Lindab Building Systems’ delivery as well as a complete 
ventilation and indoor climate solution. Astron AZM4 buildings of totally 18,000 m2 plus an MSB office 
building make up the Building Systems’ delivery, while an extensive Lindab Safe system with RCW dif-
fusers are central parts of the indoor climate delivery. “We can now offer complete turnkey solutions that 
also include the building’s indoor climate,” concludes Valery Aramovich Avalov of Alan-Invest, “this is an 
exciting extension of our offering to the market.”

paretO priNt

PRoject Delivery of printworks including complete indoor climate system

customeR Alan-Invest (construction) and Gamma Vent (ventilation) 

locAtion Tver, Russia

builDing systems
Air Duct systems

comFort
liNdStröm

PRoject Energy efficient ventilation system for production facility

customeR LVIS-Projektit

locAtion St. Petersburg, Russia

industry
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distribution and warehouses

The new Bizpak parcel delivery terminal is the 4th building that Astron 
builder Ranga IV has delivered to Bizpak. The building combines steel 
and glass as facade materials and also boasts an external mezzanine as a 
special architectural feature.

iNcm/bizpak

PRoject Building systems for logistics company

customeR Ranga IV 

locAtion Vilnius, Lithuania

builDing systems 

Delivery consists of a Lindab Steel hall made up of Lindab Construline and 
Coverline building components. The building has a footprint of 2,450 m2.

GUllberGS

PRoject Steel hall for warehouse and distribution centre for office equipment supplier

customeR PEAB

locAtion Ängelholm, Sweden

construline
coverline
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The 46,000 m2 roof on car accessory chain Biltema’s new distribution  
center equals around 7 football pitches. With the use of Lindab LPT 115 
high profile as roof cladding in combination with a speedy and well-timed 
delivery from Lindab this proved a winning match for Kode Plåt. It consti-
tutes Lindab’s largest roof delivery to date. The building’s 4.7 km long 
Lindab Safe air duct system, delivered by Ventilationsservice, may not be a 
record breaker in the same sense, but it is still a very respectable delivery. 

biltema

PRoject Roof cladding and ventilation system for car accessory chain

customeR Kode Plåt and Ventilationservice 

locAtion Halmstad, Sweden

Air Duct systems
comFort

coverline

The complex 10,680 m2 logistics facility for Dupont Est not only caters for 
the distribution needs of the heating and sanitary specialist. It also houses 
a spectacular 1,200 m2 showroom and, together with the large curved 
entrance area, the building itself really promotes the company’s business.   

dUpONt eSt 

PRoject Building system for major distribution centre

customeR Nancy Construction

locAtion Nancy, France

builDing systems
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When leading French steel product distributor KDI decided to expand it’s 
Indian Ocean La Réunion facility their choice was an Astron steel building 
from Astron Builder B.M.I. Full architectual freedom, an attractive exterior 
and interior and the building’s capability to resist the occasional 230 km/h 
wind torrents of the Indian Ocean was some of the Astron advantages.   

le pOrt

PRoject Building system for major distribution centre

customeR B.M.R 

locAtion Le Port, La Réunion

builDing systems

distribution and warehouses
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The delivery consisted of 22 Lindab Doorline industrial doors, each measuring 
6 x 7.2 m. The delivery had to be made within 15 working days. In spite of 
extremely short production times, and extensive coordination with other suppliers, 
the delivery was made right on time. 

heNdrickS

PRoject Industrial doors to wind power station manufacturer 

customeR Jørgen Friis Poulsen

locAtion Herning, Denmark

Doorline

The delivery of a 34,000 m2 food processing plant for Cevital in northern Algeria, in 
the form of an Astron Building System, also specified 34 industrial doors. These not 
only had to be delivered in a shade of blue designated by Cevital, they also had to 
withstand, as the building itself, the unusually warm climate at the location. Through a 
tailor-made solution, Lindab delivered the doors in the specified colour and a techni-
cal solution that would withstand temperatures reaching well over 40° C.   

ceVital

PRoject Building system and industrial doors for food processing plant

customeR Nancy Construction

locAtion Nancy, France

builDing systems
Doorline
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Delivery of 4,000 m2 facade cassettes, high profiles for the roof, and various types of supplementary profiled sheeting, plus studs and battens to Mobicon 
and their project for Terra Romania’s new headquarters. “Lindab has supplied the complete solution for the facade,” says Radu Pascoiu, MD of Mobicon 
Prodimpex, building contractor and certified Lindab Dealer. “As usual, Lindab handled the project in exemplary fashion and kept to the tight schedule very 
well. We strongly urged Petre Babiceanu at Terra Romania to choose Lindab as the supplier of the facade and roofing. We are all extremely satisfied. One 
should bear in mind that this was a rather complex project with many special solutions. At the same time, neither the budget nor the aesthetic impression 
could be compromised. Lindab has clearly more than succeeded to fulfil its part of the project.”

terra rOmaNia

PRoject Systemline delivery for major distributor of construction machinery

customeR Mobicon Prodimpex

locAtion Bucharest, Romania

coverline
construline

rAinline

distribution and warehouses
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Delivery of the complete steel building system for seven halls: the large insulated low heated hall measuring 5,040 m2 as well as the six outer-
halls measuring 6,500 m2 in total. In addition to the steel frame, the package includes building components from the Coverline, Construline, 
Rainline and Doorline product ranges. “From assembly of the first steel frame to having all seven halls erected took less than three months, 
which is a great result for Lindab’s hall systems,” says Henry Svensson of Jabo Wood Products. “Lindab’s cantilevered solution has given us 
a 40 m span across the large hall, and we can now easily adapt the use of floor space for every type of situation.”

JabO WOOd prOdUctS

PRoject Seven complete steel halls for logistics centre

customeR Jabo Wood Products

locAtion Tranemo, Sweden

builDing systems
construline

coverline
rAinline

Doorline
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distribution and warehouses

baUmax

PRoject Complete roof solution for DIY store

customeR Fene Grup

locAtion Iasi, Romania

Delivery of a complete roof solution for the 13,500 m2 roof of Austrian building chain Baumax’ new facility 
in Iasi. “As usual Lindab demonstrated the flexibility and willingness to cooperate that we have become 
accustomed to,” says Damian Bogdan, MD at Fene Grup. “The collaboration with Lindab gave us a roof 
solution that fully satisfied our demands, both from a technical and a financial perspective,” says architect 
Slatineanu Cristi, project manager for Baumax Iasi. “Lindab’s technical support was also a great example 
of highly professional expertise, giving us all the help we needed both prior to and during delivery!”

coverline
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Having successfully delivered eight previous Astron buildings to SCI Constellation’s business park just south of Strasbourg, there 
was perhaps no big surprise that both SCI and Astron Builder Eiffage Construction once again chose Astron when the ninth project 
was started. The new Astron SSB and MSB buildings for an office, production and distribution development combine aesthetics 
and functionality in a pleasing manner. “Building systems from Lindab-Astron gives us the flexibility and versatility we require,” says 
Jean-Paul Burrus, at SCI Constellation. “Their deliveries and support have undoubtedly lived up to our expectations. And if you 
have been this successful nine times in a row, there is little reason to change your building systems’ supplier.”

Sci cONStellatiON

PRoject Delivery of Astron MSB and SSB to industrial park

customeR Eiffage Construction

locAtion Strasbourg, France

builDing systems
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Delivery of 420 Architect Moon chilled beams and 20 Atrium heating panels to bo:x, a new 20,000 m2 design and home interiors arcade. “We chose Archi-
tect Moon and Atrium heating panels because we wanted to be sure of products that would work on a ceiling height measuring up to 3.8 m. Lindab clearly 
showed, using their DIMcomfort models, that Architect Moon was a wise choice that provided good air circulation and effect,” says Lars Muhola, planning 
manager at Carl Hanssons Rör & Värme. The system that has now been installed offers good flexibility in its use within the premises and therefore provides 
opportunities for the property owner to reallocate the shopping area while retaining the indoor climate solution.

bo:x

PRoject Indoor climate solution using Architect Moon and Atrium at new home interiors arcade

customeR Carl Hanssons Rör & Värme

locAtion Stockholm, Sweden

commercial

comFort
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builDing system

When presenting their Astron building solution to Toyota dealer Tokvila 
the Astron builder Rotonda made great use of the Astron 3D visualization 
system Cyprion Allplan. Through Cyprion, the customer could become 
familiar with the building in advance. The final result was greatly appreciated 
by Tokvila who now have an elegant, high-quality and well-functioning sales 
and service facility with true Toyota appearance.  

A delivery time of 8 weeks was one of the important aspects for the new Costco 
warehouse in Bristol. Excellent co-operation between Lindab, Span Construction, 
Miller Construction and Costco made the Bristol project a great success with 
quality, construction solutions and delivery times well above par.

cOStcO

PRoject Building system for wholesale chain

customeR Span Construction and Miller Construction

locAtion Bristol, United Kingdom

builDing system tOkVila

PRoject Building system for car show room and service facility

customeR Rotonda 

locAtion Siauliai, Lithuania

commercial
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The Building systems delivery to Autocenter GAZ Service was erected in 
just one month and the complete turnkey solution was delivered by Astron 
builder Metallomontazh+ within three months of the project start. The deliv-
ery of the 700 m2 building was a great success and a second one has been 
ordered by the end customer.

Gaz SerVice

PRoject Building system for car showroom and service facility

customeR Metallomontazh+

locAtion Barnaul, Siberia

builDing system

When Garage Losch decided on a new 5-storey showroom, sales and workshop 
building, an Astron multi-storey building proved to be an excellent solution. By  
using Inodek beams, 14.2 metre free spans and 1,100 kg/m2 loads were achieved. 
The architect’s use of steel and glass in the facades created an attractive, light and 
spacious building.

Sci immObiliÈre

PRoject Multi-storey building system for car show room and service facility

customeR Scholles & Branch

locAtion Luxembourg, Luxembourg

builDing system
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construline
coverline

rAinline

Delivery of Lindab Hall to shop facility using Construline, Coverline and 
Rainline building components. Parts of the exterior walls use Lindab Sinus 
wall profile mounted laterally.  

Delivery of Aluzinc standing seam roofing, Lindab Seamline, to shopping 
mall in Konstancin-Jeziorna just outside Warszaw. The shopping mall build-
ing itself was originally used as a paper mill.

Stara papierNa

PRoject Standing seam roofing for shopping mall

customeR Stara Papierna

locAtion Warszaw, Poland

seAmline diFFereNt deSiGN

PRoject Draining system and sheet metal claddings for shop facility

customeR Petersen & Hansson

locAtion Falkenberg, Sweden

commercial
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The delivery to Nurvil was in every respect a complete Lindab Profile deliv-
ery. With the building system being the central part of the delivery, the use of 
Lindab Construline, Coverline and Rainline building components really made 
the end result live up to the customer’s expectations. Erection and assembly 
was done by a local builder.

NUrVil

PRoject Building system for car showroom and car accessories

customeR Nurvil

locAtion Ramnicu Valcea, Romania 

builDing systems
rAinline

construline
coverline

Delivery of 2,400 m2 curtain walls using Construline beams RY145 (outwards) and 
RCY70 (inwards) helped cut building times through the use of pre-engineered wall 
elements. 

mJärdeVi ceNter

PRoject Curtain walls for office high-rise

customeR Bernardsson & Carlsson

locAtion Linköping, Sweden

construline
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The new Liljeholmstorget arcade, which includes large H&M, Lindex and Hemtex stores, has received 370 Plexus chilled beam units from 
Lindab. “Plexus has a host of benefits that fit this project well, and because we have lengthy experience of Lindab’s products and know that 
they always meet the specifications, it felt right to recommend Plexus,” says Christer Rohlin, project manager at PQR Consult responsible 
for the ventilation for Liljeholmstorget. “The really good performance of Plexus with short throws, was important when having chilled beams 
installed relatively close to one another. Plexus also permits very simple settings of distribution patterns and angles. Today it is not enough to 
have good function, the assembly and adjustment must also be done easily and safely.”

lilJehOlmeN

PRoject Delivery of Plexus chilled beams to new shopping arcade

customeR Bravida

locAtion Stockholm, Sweden

commercial

comFort
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Air Duct systems
comFort

lindab simplified construction
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The air duct delivery to IKEA in Prague is just one of several deliveries to IKEA 
warehouses throughout Europe. The ventilation system for this Czech facility 
was originally designed as a Lindab Vent system, i.e. with fittings without rubber 
gaskets. Lindab convinced both IKEA and Luvex that using Lindab Safe would 
result in a ventilation system with superior tightness and energy efficiency. The 
Lindab Safe delivery to the 44,000 m2 warehouse provides just that.

ikea

PRoject Air duct system and diffusers for furniture chain

customeR Luvex 

locAtion Prague, Czech Republic

Air Duct systems
comFort

commercial

builDing systems

Materials were an important consideration when stonemason Hans Determann plan-
ned their new building. Brazilian quartzite and steel proved a winning combination 
on the Astron building they settled for. So did the acoustic insulation that completely 
separated the noisy workshop from the office spaces. Together with Lindab, Astron 
builder Bau & Co. KG also managed to deliver a building that can be easily added to 
when the premises need to expand. 

SteiNmetzbetrieb determaNN

PRoject Building system for stone masonry

customeR Bau & Co. KG

locAtion Kamen, Germany
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When Polhill Garden Center wanted to expand its business to provide cater-
ing facilities and a cafeteria, Astron builder Structures presented a building 
system solution well adapted to the existing buildings. Their delivery was 
divided into two highly attractive buildings: a cafeteria and catering facility of 
923 m2 and an office and warehouse building of 560 m2. 

pOlhill GardeN ceNtre

PRoject Building system for nursery and garden centre

customeR Structures

locAtion Sevenoak, United Kingdom

builDing systems
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When signed late 2007, the Lindab Coverline and Construline delivery to Croatian grocery chain Plodine ranked as 
Lindab’s biggest single order ever. The delivery consists of wall and roof sheeting and accessories for the restyling 
of 11 existing Plodine supermarkets, as well as products for some 50 new ones to be built in 2008 and 2009. 
Following test installations, the Lindab solution proved to be a significantly faster and more cost-effective way of 
renovating and cladding existing as well as new supermarket buildings.  

plOdiNe

PRoject Profiled sheeting and exterior wall profiles for leading Croatian grocery chain

customeR Izokom

locAtion 62 locations throughout Croatia

coverline
construline

commercial
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Building and ventilation delivery to Print One printing company in Southern 
Sweden consists of a 2,120 m2 Lindab Hall and complete ventilation system. 
By building a production facility fully adapted to the logistical demands of the 
printing business, Print One expects shorter lead times and increased customer 
satisfaction.

priNt ONe

PRoject Lindab Hall and air duct system to printing company

customeR Bygg-Andersson

locAtion Halmstad, Sweden

builDing systems
Air Duct systems
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Turnkey solution from Astron Builder MBS to local car dealer, Cars Benelux, for new show-
room and sales facility. Together with architects Atelier Nord, MBS created an exiting 
1,300 m2 glass and steel building that fully met the client’s time, cost and appearance 
expectations. The attractive exterior and interior appearance, far from the ordinary “steel 
building look”, earned the builder the 2006 Astron Multi Storey Building of the Year award. 

carS beNelUx

PRoject Building systems delivery of showroom and sales facility for car dealer 

customeR MBS S.A,

locAtion Luxembourg, Luxembourg

commercial
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Polus center is Romanias largest one storey shopping mall with a total area of 84.000 m2. 
The delivery to Polus Center ranks as Lindab’s fifth largest in Romania a includes some 
13.000 m2  of wall cassettes, 4.000 m2  of façade cassettes and 9.000 m2  of wall sheeting. 
“We have a long time relationship with Lindab and their quality, delivery and support was 
well up to par and has left our customer, real estate investor TriGranit, very satisfied” says 
Ana Bartalis, BIMEXIM’s Managing Director.

pOlUS ceNter

PRoject Façade system for mega shopping mall in Romania

customeR BIMEXIM

locAtion Cluj-Napoca, Romania

construline
coverline
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Near turnkey solution from Kiaby Plåt och Bygg to local car dealer, Tofta Bil, for new show-
room, sales and maintenance/repair facility. The facility covers some 3.500 m2 and is an 
extensive delivery from Lindab. It includes a complete prefabricated steel building equipped 
with exterior Mono panelling and 22 Lindab Doorline industrial doors, as well as a complete 
Lindab Rainline roof drainage system and a Lindab Safe ventilation system. The ventilation 
system was installed by Everöds El.

tOFta bil

PRoject Building systems, component and ventilation systems delivery of showroom and sales facility for car dealer 

customeR Kiaby Plåt och Bygg and Everöds El

locAtion Kristianstad, Sweden

commercial

builDing systems
construline

coverline
rAinline

Doorline
Air Duct systems
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Wolseley is the world’s largest distributor of building materials and components. Wolseley 
Sustainable Center is the group’s new hub for the promotion and spreading of environmen-
tally friendly building solutions. Lindab is very pleased to be represented, not only as a sup-
plier of Lindab Rainline, Coverline and Seamline to the center itself, but also as a selected 
supplier of sustainable roof solutions in the Wolseley Sustainable Center Product Guide, a 
catalogue distributed to more than 1.800 Wolseley distribution centers in the UK.

WOlSeleY

PRoject Lindab Rainline, Lindab Coverline and Lindab Seamline part of extensive British environmental investment

customeR Wolseley UK Ltd

locAtion Royal Leamington Spa, Great Britain

rAinline
coverline
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The farmacy “Bikupan” constitutes Lindab Sweden’s first delivery of the brand new facade system Premium Facade Cassette. “Our criteria were a facade cassette which appearance would match 
the adjacent hospital’s facade and to have such a steel thickness that dents and impressions would not pose a problem,” says architect Anna Hjort at Sweco FFNS. “I was recently on site and can 
confirm that the facade looks very good with Premium Facade Cassettes.”

Premium Facade Cassettes are supplied marked up with each cassette having its unique ID number. These IDs, along with the supplied facade and installation drawings, make it impossible to 
mount any of the system’s components incorrectly. “It is a well thought-out system with clear and simple assembly drawings,” explains Dick Nilsson at Mathiassons Plåtservice. “With the help of the 
small Plexiglas spacers, it is also easy to check the exact distance between the cassettes before they are screwed into place.”

bikUpaN

PRoject Delivery of Premium Facade Cassette to new pharmacy

customeR JSB and Mathiassons Plåtservice

locAtion Central Hospital, Kristianstad

coverline
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Air Duct systems
comFort

During the extensive renovation of the West wing of Helsinki’s famous 
central railway station, designed by Eliel Saarinen in 1906, Lindab was cho-
sen as supplier of the ventilation system. YIT installed a large Lindab Safe 
system together with deplacing diffusers and 40 Lindab Plafond beams. 
These wall mounted beams were used in the parts of the building where no 
roof alterations could be made. 

helSiNki railWaY StatiON

PRoject Ventilation products for railway station

customeR YIT

locAtion Helsinki, Finland

infrastructure
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Together with Lindab, the ventilation consultant Klimodan has provided a 
unique and successful indoor climate solution for parts of the vast Copen-
hagen Airport terminal. Lindab has delivered the air duct system as well as 
diffusers and the circular, perforated PC7 diffusers that are mounted flush to 
the inner ceilings. 

cOpeNhaGeN airpOrt

PRoject Air duct system and diffusers for airport facility

customeR Klimodan

locAtion Kastrup, Denmark

Air Duct systems 
comFort
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seAmline

Extremely tough weather conditions made the Finnish Coastal Services 
choose Lindab Seamline standing seam roofing in Aluzinc when Porkala 
lighthouse was renovated.  

pOrkala liGhthOUSe

PRoject Standing seam roofing for lighthouse

customeR Finnish Coastal Services

locAtion Helsinki, Finland

infrastructure

The delivery to AXIMA Contracting for the Brussels airport consists of a 
major air duct system with both Lindab Safe circular ducts and fittings and 
Lindab Rekt rectangular ducts used in and close to the fan rooms.

brUSSelS airpOrt

PRoject Air duct system for airport facilities

customeR AXIMA Contracting 

locAtion Brussels, Belgium

Air Duct system
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When Ilmaexpertit installed the ventilation and indoor climate system in the new head 
office of Suomen Posti, the Finnish Postal Service, the demands were particularly strin-
gent in the building’s VIP area. Full-scale tests at Lindab’s Farum laboratory convinced 
everyone involved that the suggested MTL-diffusers would do the job. In addition to 
that, Lindab delivered the building’s complete air duct system as well as silencers and 
295 Lindab Polaris beams.

SUOmeN pOSti

PRoject Air duct system, silencers and chilled beams for Post Office headquarters

customeR Ilmaexpertit  

locAtion Finland

Air Ducts systems
comFort
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Air Duct system
comFort

PSE-Operator is responsible for operating the Polish electric supply network. For their 
brand new main plant, Lindab’s customer Caverion Polska, have supplied an extensive 
delivery of Lindab Air Duct System and Comfort products that will provide the facility 
with a comfortable and productive indoor climate. PSE-Operator specified tightness 
class D for the air duct system and by once again choosing Lindab as a partner Cave-
rion Polska has had no difficulty in verifying class D for entire ventilation system.  

pSe

PRoject Indoor climate solution for new Polish energy center

customeR Caverion Polska

locAtion Bielawa (Warszaw), Poland

infrastructure
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Air Duct system
comFort

The Citytunneln project is an train infrastructure investment stretching 17 km, partly via a double tunnel right 
through and under Malmö downtown area. Installer Sydtotal handles the delievery of the fire emergency 
system, with large smoke evacuation duct systems in the three underground junctions Malmö C, Triangeln and 
Hyllie. “We use black-painted Lindab ducting in diameters up to 1.600 mm all euipped with heat-resistant sili-
con gaskets”, says Nils-Åke Åkesson, project leader at Sydtotal. “In addition to this we also do the ventilation 
installation for the different technical facilities. The fresh air for the stations and their platforms will however be 
“supplied” by the trains themselves, piston pumping air through the tunnel system as they move.”

citYtUNNelN

PRoject Ventilation for fire emergency system and technical facilities to city train tunnel project

customeR Sydtotal

locAtion Malmö, Sweden
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infrastructure

Delivery of 10 Lindab Systemline halls to Petrom, Southeast Europe’s largest oil and gas producer.
“We already had a successful co-operation with Lindab and decided that the quality and support from 

Lindab would make them the ideal partner for this type of time-consuming and demanding project,” says 
Ioan Tanase, executive manager at ICIM SA. “The continuous technical support from Lindab, from the start of 
the actual project planning right up to the completion of the building, is but one advantage that undoubtedly 
will strengthen our parternship, especially when the projects are as demanding as this one.”

petrOm iNVeSt

PRoject Delivery of 10 Lindab Systemline halls to oil and gas distribution facilities

customeR ICIM Srl

locAtion Different locations in Romaina

systemline
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When building the Gothia Towers Western tower, the new building’s top to bottom glass facade 
proved a challenge for the indoor climate system. Positive experiences from the original tower, 
the East tower, and its use of 300 Lindab Capella chilled beams definitely played a role when 
around 400 Lindab Professor chilled beams were chosen for the new Western tower. 

GOthia tOWerS

PRoject Chilled beams for down town hotel

customeR Skanska 

locAtion Gothenburg, Sweden

comFort

hotels and fairs
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Delivery of the complete air duct system and diffusers to Copenhagen 
Congress Centre. 

baSel meSSetUrm

PRoject Air duct system and comfort products for congress center

customeR NCC Denmark

locAtion Copenhagen, Denmark

Air Duct systems cOpeNhaGeN cONGreSS ceNter Air Duct systems
comFort

The Lindab delivery to the Morger & Degolo/Marques designed Basel Mes-
seturm was made up of a complete circular air duct system and fittings as 
well as circular silencers.

PRoject Air duct system for Exhibition centre high-rise

customeR Benone 

locAtion Basel, Switzerland
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Air Duct systems
comFort

Following the successful delivery to Fiera Milano, the order for the complete air duct and indoor cli-
mate systems for the new Nuova Fiera di Roma was, as always, a combination of hard work, superior 
solutions and good customer support. The use of Lindab CADvent facilitated planning, delivery and 
quality control for both Lindab and Aertermica. As with Milan, the placement of a Lindab Spiro Tube-
former on site made the delivery schedule airtight. In addition to the air duct system delivery, Lindab 
also supplied the building’s 14 separate halls with a vast number of RCW diffusers. 

Lindab Italy’s delivery to the expansion of the Fiera Milano Exhibition centre 
was the largest delivery of ducts in the company’s history to date. More 
than 22 km of circular ducts were delivered by way of two stationary Lindab 
Spiro Tubeformers placed by Lindab on the actual building site. The total 
Trade show area is in excess of 345,000 m2.

Fiera milaNO

PRoject Ventilation system for Exhibition centre

customeR Sicon Air

locAtion Milan, Italy

Air Duct systems
comFort NOUVa Fiera di rOma

PRoject Ventilation products for Exhibition centre

customeR Aertermica  and Gruppo PSC  

locAtion Rome, Italy

hotels and fairs
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Delivery of the complete air duct system as well as diffusers to Copenhagen 
airport’s Hilton Hotel.

hiltON

PRoject Ventilation products for hotel

customeR Glenco

locAtion Copenhagen, Denmark

Air Duct systems
comFort

Rica Talk is a new designer hotel adjacent to the Stockholm Fair facilities just south of Stockholm city. The 
architects put extensive efforts into designing an exterior and interior of very high aesthetical standards. 
Since all installations were to be as discreet and, if possible, as invisible as practically feasible the selec-
tion of a suitable indoor climate solution was of great importance. By using Lindab Carat passive chilled 
beams, placed above the suspended ceilings, installer TKI could make the indoor climate installation 
completely invisible.

rica talk

PRoject Invisible indoor climate solution for new designer hotel

customeR TKI

locAtion Stockholm, Sweden

comFort
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When opened early 2008 the Hotel Clarion Sign in Stockholm was ranked as the city’s largest hotel to 
date. A comfortable indoor climate was one of many important requisites of the wedge-shaped hotel 
with it’s 558 rooms and spacious general facilities. Since the building site was located in down-town 
Stockholm, precise just-in-time deliveries were of utmost importance. After smooth and well-timed 
deliveries to Bravida an extensive Lindab Air Duct system is now providing fresh air to the impressive 
and stylish 29.000 m2 hotel building.

clariON SiGN

PRoject Air duct system for record breaking hotel

customeR Bravida Sverige

locAtion Stockholm, Sweden

hotels and fairs

Air Duct system
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Tott Resort Visby is the latest addition to the Tott Resort chain of luxury resorts at attractive locations.
Tott Resort Visby consists of a hotel and reception building and 57 bungalows containing 71 separate 
kitchen and bathroom ventilation systems. This was Fresh Air Ventilations first experience of Lindab’s 
new Safe Click system. “The ease of installation with the click locking function combined with our status 
as a Partnership custome,r made a big difference for our operations at the site”, explains Gordon Jans-
son, Managing Director at Fresh Air Ventilation.”Fast, accurate and precise. Very Lindab!” 

tOtt reSOrt

PRoject Air duct system for island hotel and bungalow resort 

customeR Fresh Air Ventilaion

locAtion Visby (Gotland), Sweden

hotels and fairs

Air Duct systems
comFort
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Delivery of Astron MSB Multi Storey Building to the first Doubletree by Hilton hotel in Europe. The choice of an Astron Building led to a simpler 
construction overall, which avoided time-consuming and costly ground reinforcements. It also led to a faster, more economic erection of the building 
frame and through the solution presented by Builder Dealer Teorema and Astron it resulted in a construction with structural beams and columns 
kept to a minimum. This has enabled the architects to fully utilise the building’s layout and room planning.

dOUbletree bY hiltON

PRoject Delivery of steel building system to the Hilton chain Doubletree

customeR Teorema

locAtion Milan, Italy

builDing systems
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hospitals and institutions

Without a building site material reception area, the delivery to YIT and O-
huset hospital wing really had to be done just-in-time. The vast delivery of 
the air ducts system’s more than 10,000 metres of circular ducts in dimen-
sions of 400 mm and more was done with just that in mind. All ducts were 
delivered as locked Lindab Safe, i.e. with plastic lids at both ends to meet 
the hospital’s hygiene requirements.  

plaStikkirUrGiSka iNStitUtet

PRoject Air duct system for hospital building

customeR YIT

locAtion Linköping, Sweden

construline O-hUSet Air Duct systems
comFort

With the use of Lindab ADT Tools construction software and Construline 
products, NCC Teknik and NCC Bygg made the construction and erection 
of the exterior curtain wall a much more simplified process than more 
traditional techniques and materials would have allowed. The designers at 
NCC Teknik and the building personnel on site appreciated the advantages 
resulting in speedier, simplified construction.  

PRoject Lightweight construction system for Plastic Surgery Institute’s exterior walls

customeR NCC Teknik and NCC Bygg

locAtion Malmö, Sweden
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VarberGS SJUkhUS

The modernization of Varberg hospital encompass both the renovation of some 3.000 m2 of existing buildings as 
well as a completely new 4.650 m2 surgery building. This ongoing project is not only a very demanding one from a 
logistical point of view, since all hospital facilities are up and running during the 4 year building process. As all hospital 
installations, it is also a demanding one from a technical point of view. The ventilation installation performed by Oscar 
Hanson VVS includes an extensive duct system from Lindab as well as some 150 Professor and Polaris chilled and 
heating beams. By using the brand new Lindab Leakage Tester LT510 Oscar Hanson continuously tests and verifies the 
system’s tightness requirements with unrivalled simplicity.

PRoject Air duct system and comfort products for hospital modernization and extension

customeR Oscar Hanson VVS

locAtion Varberg, Sweden

Air Duct systems
comFort
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construline

Delivery of outer and inner wall studs to Danogips delivery of lightweight 
walls for the new 12,000 m2 Police Headquarters in Helsingborg. The 
Construline products resistance to rain and moisture played an important 
role when choosing the building components. In fact, the original wooden 
walls were substituted for the healthier, ergonomic steel stud solution at an 
early stage of the planning. 

When it began in 1993, the renovation of the Pentagon, the world’s biggest 
office complex, appeared an overwhelming task. Around 10 years later it 
stood partially completed with one of its suppliers being Lindab. The use of 
Lindab Safe (branded SPIROsafe on the US market) for the air duct system 
made installation for Southland Industries both speedier and considerably 
more airtight than conventional US duct systems. 

peNtaGON

PRoject Air duct system

customeR Southland Industries 

locAtion Washington D.C., United States of America

Air Duct systems helSiNGbOrGS pOliShUS

PRoject Exterior wall studs and partition wall studs for Police Headquarters

customeR Danogips 

locAtion Helsingborg, Sweden

hospitals and institutions
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SVa Air Duct systems
comFort

The ventilation system for the new high risk laboratory at the State Veterinary Facility at 
Ultuna Sweden places the highest demands on the facility’s air tightness. By using Lindab 
CADvent software, ventilation consultant PB Teknik could design and pre-test airflows 
and sound before actual installation. The 2D and 3D drawings they provided through 
CADvent simplified the actual installation for ABB and Calor VVS. The ventilation system 
is designed and built to “bubble tight” standards and is therefore completely isolated from 
the facility’s surroundings. The air duct system itself is primarily made up of Lindab Safe 
and Lindab Rekt products.

PRoject Air duct system and comfort products for high-risk laboratory

customeR ABB and Calor VVS

locAtion Ultuna, Sweden

GlaSGOW mUSeUmS Air Duct systems

When Glasgow Museums refurbished and added to their Resource Center storage facility 
high demands were put on a highly temperature and humidity controlled, as well as 
energy efficient, ventilation system. By using Lindab Safe, Lucas & Steen could present 
the client with a both tight and economical installation, well suited to the demands of the 
premises and easily adapted to the temperature and humidity regulating system. 

PRoject Air duct system for museum storage facility

customeR Lucas & Steen 

locAtion Glasgow, Great Britain
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hospitals and institutions

hUddiNGe SJUkhUS construline

Delivery of the new RdBX partition wall stud to hospital ward reconstruction project. The building site, deep within the huge hospital complex, not only 
had a poor accessibility, but as with all refurbishing projects the actual room heights could not be determined before the existing partition walls and 
suspended ceilings were torn down. By using the new RdBX the builders from Björklund & Castenhag Bygg could score multiple advantages. The 
delivery and logistics, through winding and sometimes tight hospital corridors and lifts, were easy due to the use of RdBX in its telescopic version which 
meant half the length of ordinary studs. Adapting the length of each stud to the varying room heights was also child’s play, as was the final “click” locking 
of each RdBX stud.

PRoject The delivery of RdBX partition wall studs for the reconstruction of recovery ward for transplant patients

customeR K-Rauta and Björklund & Castenhag Bygg

locAtion Karolinska University Hospital in Huddinge, Sweden
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malmö cOUrt OF appeal

Delivery of a comprehensive Comfort system to the newly built Malmö Court of Appeal Building. Lindab has supplied 180 
Plexus chilled beams, 170 Pilot chilled beams, over 200 volume control dampers and approximately 350 diffusers of various 
types for the new Court of Appeal building. “The installation doesn’t actually differ in any great way from a normal office 
property,” says Hans Hjalmarsson, responsible at YIT. “However, the sound requirements were set at 35 dB(C) and since 
this unit, in contrast to dB(A), measures broader, slightly ‘tougher’ wavelength spectra, it was a critical factor. With Lindab 
Comfort products the sound requirements have been fully met.”

PRoject Comfort and Air duct system to newly built court building

customeR YIT

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

comFort
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hospitals and institutions

UmaS

PRoject Delivery of complete Lindab Safe and indoor climate system to hospital

customeR Sydtotal

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

UMAS, the Malmö University Hospital, has recently added a new Infectious Decease and Emergency wing to its vast complex 
of buildings. The delivery from Lindab consists of a complete Lindab Safe system and Plexus and Professor chilled baffles to 
the 21,145 m2 building. “The co-operation with Lindab was done in the form of Lindab Partnership,” explains Eddie Mårtens-
son of Sydtotal. “This meant everything drawn up in Lindab’s CADvent software which in turn meant that the number factory-
cut products could be maximised. In combination with useful drawings and exact marked delivers to each room and section 
we did not only benefit from a smooth installation process, the logistics really met with the on the clock delivery schedule.”  

Air Duct systems
comFort
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As with the delivery to DR Byen, the opera house of the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen proved to be a 
challenge of similar magnitude. Full-scale testing at the Farum laboratory, together with the ingenuity 
and experience of the Lindab sound specialist, presented solutions that catered to all the air diffusion 
needs of this exciting building. Over 1,700 Lindab diffusers, many with grilles tailor-made to the build-
ing’s curvature, now distribute fresh air to the 41,000 m2  building’s 1,000 rooms. 

kONGeliGe teaterS OperahUS

PRoject Ventilation products for Opera House 

customeR E. Klink 

locAtion Copenhagen, Denmark

media, auditoriums and sports facilities



Air Duct systems
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seAmline

Delivery of Lindab seamline standing seam roofing in Aluzinc for the newly 
built open-air sea swimming facility.

Delivery of Lindab Coverline LPT 115 high profile roof claddings and Con-
struline steel beams for loadbearing walls to Rock City in Hultsfred. Rock 
City is the home to the Hultsfred Rock Festival and is also an important 
education and activity centre for music, media and communications. The 
delivery also included an extensive Rainline roof drainage system. 

rOck citY

PRoject Building component products for media and music education center

customeR NCC 

locAtion Hultsfred, Sweden

rAinline
construline 

coverline
bJärred kallbadhUS

PRoject Standing seam roofing for open-air sea swimming facility

customeR Malmö Byggnadsplåtslageri

locAtion Bjärred, Sweden

media, auditoriums and sports facilities
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eJeNdalS areNa comFort

Using the old Leksand ice arena as a basis for the new Ejendals Arena, home of the Leksand Ice Hockey Team, 
meant creative thinking regarding the ventilation system and its design. The normal procedure for arenas is to 
place the air supplies as low as possible and allows the warm air to rise. The remaining parts of the old arena 
did not make this possible. After testing at Lindab’s laboratories, the decision was taken to opt for Lindab RCW-
diffusers hung from the arena’s roof. These rotational diffusers distribute the cooled air both horizontally and 
vertically and proved to be an ideal solution for the indoor climate at the new Ejendals Arena.

PRoject Air duct system and Comfort RCW diffusers for sports arena

customeR Bravida 

locAtion Leksand, Sweden
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media, auditoriums and sports facilities

rOYal ShakeSpeare theatre

PRoject Delivery of acoustic studs for renovated theatre building

customeR Fireclad

locAtion Stratford-upon-Avon, England

When the famous Royal Shakespeare Theatre in Stratford-upon-Avon, England was being renovated and added to, the object 
was to create “a stage that brings the actors and the audience much closer together. Nobody in the audience shall be more than 
15 metres from the stage”. This in turn puts stringent demands on the acoustic insulation since the main stage is adjacent to the 
buildings new foyer and public areas. “We definitely needed steel studs for the acoustic partition and since our normal supplier 
couldn’t meet the demands we turned to Lindab,” says Stuart Mansfield of Fireclad. “Now the theatre has some 800 m2 wall fitted 
with Lindabs CW stud. Both the products and the technical support from Lindab and Fermacell has left us very satisfied.”  

construline
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parriS iSlaNd

PRoject Delivery of complete Lindab Safe to US Marines training facility

customeR East Coast Metal

locAtion Parris Island, South Carolina, USA

Parris Island is one of US Marines’ South Carolina major training facilities. When upgrading the venti-
lation system of the center’s swimming complex, a full Lindab Safe system was chosen. “Outstanding 
air tightness and thus lower energy consumption plus an environmentally advantageous duct surface 
making the necessary white coating an easy task, gave our customer East Coast Metal the winning 
cards,” explains David Schaeffer of Lindab. 

Air Duct systems
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Creativeness and bold thinking were the key when architect Piotr Paldyna 
designed the new ice rink for the municipality of Elblag in Poland. The basis 
for the design is a 5,400 m2 Astron AZM1 building system in which many of 
the static, loadbearing elements have been turned into exciting and surpris-
ing design elements.  

elblaG ice riNk

PRoject Building system for sports arena

customeR Asenhajmer

locAtion Elblag, Poland

builDing systems

media, auditoriums and sports facilities

Through complex, full-scale testing at the Farum laboratories, Lindab could present a ventilation and diffuser solution to meet 
the very demanding noise level standards at DR Byen, Denmark’s new media centre. In particular, the ventilation system noise 
levels in the main concert hall had to be practically nil. Each concert hall seat is now equipped with its own Lindab diffuser and 
with elaborate use of Lindab silencers the noise level demands were met. The Lindab delivery also includes a vast quantity of 
air ducts, silencers and diffusers covering segments 1 to 5 at the DR Byen facilitites. 

PRoject Air duct system and Comfort products for Media Center

customeR Glenco 

locAtion Copenhagen, Denmark

dr bYeN Air Duct systems
comFort
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Ängelholm is the heart of hockey in north-west Skåne. Its proximity to Lindab’s headquarters in 
Grevie enticed the Group to step in as sponsor and sole name rights owner, to the modern-
ized hockey arena for Rögle BK. Having just qualified to Sweden’s premier hockey league, vast 
numbers of hockey fans will now be able to follow Rögle’s adventures in the Lindab Arena. The 
arena itself will be using many solutions from Lindab, ranging from air duct systems to different 
building component systems.

liNdab areNa

PRoject Ventilation and building components for modernized hockey arena

customeR Arenabolaget AB and Rögle BK

locAtion Ängelholm, Sweden

Air Duct systems
comFort  

builDing components
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media, auditoriums and sports facilities

The expansion of the clubhouse facilities at Ljunghusen Golf Club did not result in a particularly large air 
duct system delivery to Sydtotal, on the contrary. What is noteworthy about the delivery is the fact that 
it is one of the first installations of the new Lindab Safe Click system. “We had scheduled two days of 
installation at the site,” says Peter Bygde, Sydtotal on the ventilation duct installation. “Due to the easy 
installation of the Lindab Safe Click system we in fact did it in one day!” Hole in one!

lJUNGhUSeN Gk

PRoject Ventilation system to golf club clubhouse expansion

customeR Sydtotal

locAtion Ljunghusen, Sweden

Air Duct systems
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Delivery of 30 x 70 m pre-fabricated Lindab Hall for the new indoor riding 
facility at Hemmeslövs Ridklubb. Red and black wall and roof sheeting with 
polycarbonate windows. The riding-ground  itself, and its wooden security 
fence, is placed inside of the supporting beams, why one long side of the 
building is extended side-ways to give room for the galleries.

hemmeSlöVS ridklUbb

PRoject Riding facility for riding club

customeR BMK

locAtion Hemmeslöv, Sweden

builDing systems
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media, auditoriums and sports facilities

Delivery of Lindab’s new RdBX wall stud for new 5-storey training center and office outside of Stavanger in Norway. “A 
steel wall stud that exceeds it’s predecessor on all accounts”, says Frode Gudmestad, foreman at TS Byggtjenester that 
is well aquainted with Lindab and it’s products for many years. “Easy to mount, easy to fix and easy to adjust and with 
Lindab’s new c/c-marked roof and wall profile the placement of the studs were made really simple!”

trim tOWer

PRoject Wall stud delivery to training center and office

customeR TS Byggtjenester

locAtion Sandnes, Norway

construline
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Delivery of Lindab Safe to the new 28,000 m2 Hy Vee Hall exhibition facility, the new Wells Fargo Arena with seating for approximately 17,000 
people as well as the renovation of the Veterans Memorial Auditorium. The ventilation project at Iowa Events Center was initially designed as 
a rectangular system. “We could clearly demonstrate how a quickly installed round Lindab Safe system would eliminate the manual sealing 
work using glue and tape, provide fewer duct parts and fewer connections and, most importantly, a lower energy consumption,” says Nate 
Slauson, Project Manager at Waldinger. “This meant a full USD 450,000 saving on installation costs for our customer, not taking into account 
the energy savings in the years to come.”

iOWa eVeNtS ceNter

PRoject Lindab Safe delivery to very large event and hockey arenas

customeR Waldinger Corp.

locAtion Des Moines, USA

Air Duct systems
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media, auditoriums and sports facilities

The new PGA National Sweden golf course at Bara, just outside Malmö, represents one of the best golfing facilities in 
Sweden and Scandinavia, and is Sweden’s first PGA course. In the English-styled clubhouse and hotel, Lindab’s customer 
Sydtotal have installed a complete duct system from Lindab as well as the Lindab Version diffuser. Versio both proved easy 
to adapt to the chosen ceiling resulting in an aesthetic and harmonious solution and made final adjustment process swift and 
quick. “Since we are a Lindab Partnership customer, we want to take full advantage of Lindab’s products,” says Erik Nilsson 
at Sydtotal. “The complete Partnership concept, with products, technical support and design assistance etc., works really 
well, and since becoming part of this approach, we naturally want to take full advantage of all the benefits.”

pGa SWedeN

PRoject Indoor climate and ventilation system to Sweden’s first PGA golf course

customeR Sydtotal

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

Air Duct systems
comFort
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Air Duct systems
comFort

Originally planned as a naturally ventilated building, the school building and 
“Kunskapscentrum” educational centre in Båstad has since been equipped 
with a complete air duct system and diffusers from Lindab. 

kUNSkapSceNtrUm

Universities and schools

PRoject Air duct system for school building

customeR Hallands Vent & Plåt

locAtion Båstad, Sweden
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Delivery of tailor-made ventilation cabinets for each classroom and indoor areas at 
Copenhagen’s new musical academy for the young persons “Musikskolen”. Stringent 
acoustic demands led Lindab to a solution where deplacing diffusers, a VAV-terminal 
and circular silencers were all placed in a single cabinet. As usual, full-scale tests at 
Farum were part of the scheme and the end result did not add any unwanted fan and 
duct noise to the rooms, just fresh temperate air.

PRoject Ventilation cabinets for young persons music academy

customeR Glenco

locAtion Copenhagen, Denmark

mUSikSkOleN Air Duct systems
comFort
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construline
coverline

The roof of the “Slättenskolan” School was in dire need of a thorough reno-
vation. The solution presented itself through the use of a Lindab roof conver-
sion system. The new roofs were clad with Lindab Coverline roof tiles. 
In addition to the roof renovation, new buildings were added. For these, 
Lindab external wall beams RY 145 were used for all loadbearing walls. 

Delivery of a new academic faculty building at the University of East London campus. 
Generous window sections in combination with four distinguishing roof lanterns mark the 
Lindab and Mitchell solution that was finally chosen. Before that, the plan was to build a 
traditional building on the site, but since the budget could not stretch that far, Mitchell sug-
gested a Lindab building system. The end result was a 6,000 m2 steel building delivery. On 
time, on budget and very much “on” for both students and teachers.

UNiVerSitY OF eaSt lONdON

PRoject Building system for university building

customeR Mitchell Design & Construct

locAtion London, United Kingdom

builDing systems SlätteNSkOlaN

Universities and schools

PRoject Loadbearing outer wall partitions and roof conversions for school building

customeR PEAB

locAtion Jönköping, Sweden
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UNiVerSitetSbibliOtek seAmline

Delivery of Lindab standing seam roofing in Aluzinc and roof security sys-
tems for new library building.

PRoject Standing seam roofing for University library building

customeR Industriställningar Byggnadsplåt i Kil

locAtion Karlstad, Sweden

kUkU íNOVa SchOOl coverline
construline

rAinline

The Kuku ínova School in Poprad, Slovakia was in dire need of better insulation and a water-
tight roof. The Lindab Roof system consisting of Construline, Coverline and Rainline products 
represented an efficient solution. “The installation itself took five weeks and was simplified by the 
detailed documentation that comes with each Lindab Roof delivery,” says Gejza Zurko at Vopex. 
“Furthermore, Lindab’s engineers carefully went through each of the installation steps before the 
actual assembly began.”

PRoject Lindab Roof system for school building

customeR Vopex

locAtion Poprad, Slovakia
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malmö UNiVerSitet

Delivery of the complete air duct system with silencers, dampers and fittings 
from Lindab to Malmö’s new 43,000 m2 5-storey University building. The 
majority of the free-hanging and fully visible ducts really contributes to the 
aesthetics of the indoor environment. As does the fresh, healthy air distrib-
uted through the large system. 

PRoject Air duct system for University building

customeR Sydtotal 

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

Universities and schools

Air Duct systems
comFort
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aarhUS mUSikStUdiO

The delivery to Aarhus municipality, with its 2,500 m2 studio facility with 42 music studios and practise 
rooms, puts high demands on the ventilation solution, both cost-wise and sound-wise. By using Lindab’s 
new Comfort product, the double skinned and isolated Silent Duct, in conjunction with sound calculations 
made with the Lindab software Room-to-room, Bravida could supply a ventilation solution that fully met 
the strict demands on sound transmission. The Silent Duct solution also provided an aesthetically attractive 
solution, since the duct system is fully visible throughout the building.

PRoject Comfort and air duct system for music studios

customeR Bravida

locAtion Aarhus, Denmark

Air Duct systems
comFort
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Delivery of approx. 6,500 m of Lindab Safe, in dimensions up to 400 mm, to the new university facility Pedagogikum. The complete system was drawn in 
Lindab’s CADvent and was awarded “CADvent project of 2009”.  

“It is obviously exciting to design a ventilation and duct system for a 25,000 m2 building, especially one that also has the scope and complexity found 
here,” says Tanja Lomsarguene, designer and team leader at PB Teknik who designed the system in CADvent. “One of the major challenges has been to 
keep track of all the variable flows in order to achieve a balanced ventilation system that offers the ultimate in comfort and meets the purchaser’s specifica-
tions for energy efficiency. CADvent’s great advantage is the ability to draw directly in 3D and therefore keep full track of collision management.”

pedaGOGikUm

PRoject Delivery of ADS system to 25.000 m2 university facility fully drawn in CADvent

customeR Bravida (installer) and PB Teknik (designer)

locAtion Uppsala, Sweden

Universities and schools

Air Duct systems
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kVarNbackaSkOlaN

Turning this school building into a rehab centre meant adding new wings to the existing building and dividing existing large rooms 
into smaller ones. When SLS Gruppen did the installation of all partition walls they were also one of the first customers to put 
Lindab’s new RdBX to test. RdBX is fastened to the roof and floor runner through its click lock function which eliminates the need 
for screws or rivets. As expected the use of RdBX at Kvarnbackaskolan meant a quicker, more flexible and ergonomically sound 
installation. This pleased both customer and its installation engineers. 

PRoject Recontruction of school building to municipal rehabilitation centre

customeR SLS Gruppen 

locAtion Alingsås, Sweden

Universities and schools

construline
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ediNbUrGh UNiVerSitY

Delivery of a complete Lindab Safe Air duct system to the University of Edinburgh’s new building for the 
In Space multi-purpose facility.

PRoject Air duct system for university faculty

customeR Brankin Engineering

locAtion Edinburgh, Great Britain

Air Duct systems
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Universities and schools

malmö bOrGarSkOla

PRoject Indoor climate system and roof renovation system for school

customeR Sydtotal and Lödde Plåt

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

Malmö Borgarskola is an educational institution in southern Sweden that has drawn a lot of attention 
lately. When steps were taken to improve the main building’s old ventilation system installer Sydtotal 
chose Lindab Safe and Lindab Comfort products for the system. This also meant putting a new roof 
on the elevated upper fan room, but when the existing copper cladding was inspected it was decided 
to install a new copper cladding and roof drainage system. The copper for the new standing seam 
roofing as well as Lindab Rainline was supplied to tin smith Lödde Plåt.

seAmline
rAinline

Air Duct systems
comFort
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bJärNUm SchOOl

PRoject Delivery of roof renovation system and ventilation system

customeR Plåtslagarna i Bromölla and Masterventilation

locAtion Bjärnum, Sweden

Built in the 1980s, Bjärnum school is an example of a building with an inwards sloping roof, typical of the period. 
Recurrent roof feltings and leakage problems are unfortunately also characteristics of these constructions. Using 
a Lindab roof renovation package, consisting of Lindab Construline and Lindab Seamline, a new light-weight 
outward sloping roof could be installed by Plåtslagarna i Bromölla. “Excellent support, good installation drawings 
and factory cut studs and profiles have simplified our assembly work considerably,” says Jan Kjellkvist. Further-
more, a Lindab Rainline roof drainage system was also installed and since the new roof construction gave room 
for an extensive ventilation system a Lindab Safe is also in place.   

seAmline
construline

rAinline
Air Duct systems
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Turning Torso is without doubt one of Sweden’s greatest recent building achiev-
ments and architect Santiago Caltrava’s twisted design has put Malmö on the 
map of architectual highlights. The building is primarily for residential purposes but 
the two lower cubicles are used as a 4,200 m2 office space. Furthermore, the up-
permost floor of the 54-storey building houses a VIP lounge. To the offices and VIP 
lounge Lindab has delivered about 300 facade systems Fasadium Flexi. 

tUrNiNG tOrSO

PRoject Facade systems

customeR Bravida

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

comFort

residential property
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Lindab delivered Construline products for the exterior curtain wall as well as 
interior wall profiles and lightweight beam systems for this residential project. 
As with Sockerbruket (left) the delivery also included the roof guttering 
system Rainline to all buildings. 

SOckerbrUket

PRoject Construline delivery for residential blocks of flats

customeR PEAB

locAtion Ängelholm, Sweden

construline
rAinline

coverline
NäkterGaleN rAinline

construline
coverline

Through Knauf Danogips, PEAB purchased Lindab Construline exterior 
and interior wall profiles and beam systems. Three separate buildings were 
constructed, each one built using different methods and materials. It turned out 
that the building time for the Construline case was by far the speediest of the 
three. At that time the design process was slower for this lightweight construc-
tion but with the advent of Lindab ADT tools software, this is history.

PRoject Construline delivery for residential blocks of flats

customeR PEAB

locAtion Ängelholm, Sweden
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residential property

Annestad is one of Sweden’s larger residential property projects. As an industrially built residential property 
project, it is by far the largest. Open House has, through its innovative example, set new standards for efficient 
and dry building methods. Lindab continually delivers Construline products to the Open House production 
plant outside Malmö where all modules are put together. These are tranported to the site and lifted into place. 
The end result is a shorter production time, less capital tie-up and lower building costs. When finished, the An-
nestad town will consist of around 2,500 apartments, complemented by shops, services, restaurants etc.

aNNeStad

PRoject Lightweight modular construction system for residential houses

customeR Open House 

locAtion Malmö, Sweden

construline
coverline
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construline

Delivery of pre-cut exterior wall profiles to this 330 apartment project in 
Gothenburg. The total wall area amounts to around 13,000 m2 and makes 
this delivery one of the largest ever of steel beams and battens to one 
project. With very limited unloading spaces on the site, well executed just-in 
time deliveries from Lindab were crucial.

The delivery to the H99 residential expo in Helsingborg meant a breakthrough in the use of lightweight construction 
techniques based on Lindab Coverline products. With an extremely tight schedule around 10 separate residential 
buildings had to be completed in time for the international exhibition H99. The delivery of exterior and interior wall 
profiles from Lindab really helped in that process. All apartments on the northern seafront and harbour (Norra 
Hamnen) were sold after the exhibition. This very large housing project is still ranked among the top in Sweden.

NOrra hamNeN

PRoject Seafront residential development using lightweight construction

customeR PEAB and NCC

locAtion Helsingborg, Sweden

construlinekV. JaNkOWitz

PRoject Exterior wall profiles

customeR PEAB

locAtion Gothenburg, Sweden
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NOrra hamNeN
Outer and inner wall constructions using Construline products
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construline

Delivery of exterior curtain walls to an exclusive residential development in 
Manchester. Through the help of Lindab DIMstud and WallAnalyzer soft-
wares, the dimensioning could easily be done to the set u-values. The use 
of Lindab exterior curtain walls furthermore meant an exactness and speed 
of installation that took the builders by surprise. The weather shield also 
meant that other installation activities could be done earlier than planned. 

For its delivery to the 15-storey Jefast building in Höganäs, Lindab took simplified construction to a new level of 
simplicity. This was one of the first projects where the new ADT Tools design software were used in full. This meant a 
significantly shortened design and construction process. It furthermore meant the ability to download data as produc-
tion orders for pre-cut, ID-marked, scheduled deliveries to the building site. For each scheduled delivery, a set of 
complete drawings were provided to facilitate the exterior and interior wall construction by NCC’s carpenters. Lindab 
also delivered the complete air duct system to ventilation installer Bivent.

JeFaSt bUildiNG

PRoject Lightweight construction system for residential property

customeR NCC and Bivent

locAtion Höganäs, Sweden

Air Duct systems
construline SalFOrd qUaYS

residential property

PRoject Exterior curtain walls

customeR David McLaren/McLean Construction

locAtion Manchester, United Kingdom
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Delivery of Lindab Rainline roof guttering in Silver Metallic and roof security pro-
ducts.

Stará bOleSlaV

PRoject Delivery of roof guttering and roof security

customeR Local builder

locAtion Vejbystrand, Sweden

rAinline
construline

coverline
VeJbYStraNd rAinline

coverline

Large renovation projects are everyday fare in the Czech Republic. Renovat-
ing a large block of flats in Stará Boleslav also meant adding six apartments 
on the top of the building. By using Lindab Construline a speedy installation 
and a low total weight could easily be combined. Lindab RY and SKY studs 
were delivered as C- and U-beams. Additionally Lindab Coverline profiles as 
well as roof guttering Rainline were also delivered.

PRoject Lightweight construction system for residential house

customeR Stará Boleslav municipality

locAtion Stará Boleslav, Czech Republic

Exterior curtain walls
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Delivery of primary and secondary steel framing as well as Lindab Rainline 
roof guttering in Silver Metallic, a Lindab Doorline garage door and Coverline 
window and door trimmings. The delivery also comprised of a Lindab Safe 
villa ventilation system.

SkörpabäckeN

PRoject Building component and air duct system delivery to villa 

customeR  Byggmästarna Johansson & Smith

locAtion Ängelholm, Sweden

tOrekOV

Delivery of primary and secondary steel framing as well as Lindab Rainline 
roof guttering in Silver Metallic, a Lindab Doorline garage door and Coverline 
window and door trimmings. The delivery also comprised of a Lindab Safe 
villa ventilation system.

PRoject Building component and air duct system delivery to villa 

customeR Haaks Stenhus

locAtion Torekov, Sweden

rAinline
construline

coverline
Doorline

Air Duct system
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rAinline
construline

coverline
Doorline

Extensive and recently started delivery of Lindab Rainline roof guttering 
system to Newhall society and residential development. The project will 
eventually comprise of around 2,800 separate buildings and constitute a 
community of its own. The environmental demands have been set very high 
for this development and one of the reasons for choosing Rainline was the 
system’s reduced environmental impact.

NeWhall rAinline

PRoject Rainline for individual houses

customeR PH Jones

locAtion North Chase, United Kingdom

Building component and air duct system delivery to villa 
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Placed in the heart of the wooded countryside in Southern Sweden, this 35 villa development project was originally 
planned with wooden studs and beams. The architect’s extensive use of large window sections and high walls con-
flicted with the constructional capabilities of wood. Turning to lightweight steel studs and beams subsequently made 
a more sturdy construction, well suited to the architectual intentions. The use of ADT Tools also meant swift design  
and planning, with scheduled, ID-marked and precut deliveries. Every delivery of RY 145 and RY 195 steel studs and 
other products was complemented with a full set of drawings for each wall section.

bOtiUm

PRoject Lightweight construction system for villa development

customeR PEAB 

locAtion Växjö, Sweden

construline

residential property
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Delivery of Construline product and support package to NCC for the production of exterior curtain walls. Recently NCC launched a project to develop the concept of low energy houses that meets 
the criteria for passive housing. “We have now established our technical platform for curtain wall sections and based it on steel studs,” explains Mats Öberg, in charge of NCC’s technical platforms 
for housing. “This provides tremendous advantages in terms of production since we do not have to worry about moisture protection during the construction process. In addition, the exterior wall 
studs also offer good insulating properties. We did not directly specify Lindab’s exterior wall studs, but Lindab’s complete packages with construction support and factory made construction stud 
kits certainly give clear advantages. It means that Lindab will be leading the way when it comes to choosing solutions for curtain walls in the future, and since this method of construction is new to 
many of us, it is important to have continued strong support and good co-operation with Lindab.”

Lindab will also be supplying an energy efficient ventilation and indoor climate solution to the passive house project at Beckomberga.

beckOmberGa

PRoject Delivery of Construline product and support package for the production of exterior curtain walls

customeR NCC Husbyggnad 

locAtion Beckomberga, Stockholm, Sweden

residential property

construline
Air Ducts systems

comFort
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Delivery of a slightly unconventional home indoor climate solution consisting of Lindab Loggia heating panels and a Lindab Safe system. “Combining dis-
placed floor mounted ventilation with radiant heat from the ceiling via Loggia heating panels is an excellent solution even for a project as small as a regular 
house. The result is not only a highly energy efficient solution, it is above all a solution that provides an extraordinarily agreeable indoor climate!,” says 
Thomas Pekonen at Pinnab Inneklimat. “Heating panels are radiators in the proper sense, because they really radiate heat and create a completely ideal 
room climate with pleasant comfortable warmth and good air circulation.”

SiGtUNa Villa

PRoject Indoor climate solution for a villa using Lindab Loggia heating panels and Lindab Safe duct system

customeR Pinnab Inneklimat

locAtion Sigtuna, Sweden

residential property

Air Duct systems
comFort
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rAinline

Delivery of Rainline to developer West Pennine Housing and their 43 terraced properties in Manchester. “The choice of Lindab Rainline for this Manchester project is 
based on our previous positive experience of the system,” says Frank Olchowski, Director of Denovo Design. “We have prescribed Rainline for two earlier projects and 
the feedback we received from both builders and developers have been very positive. Easy to install, long lasting, attractive appearance and ‘vandal proof’ quality are 
some of the very satisfied comments we have received.” 

The project has already been awarded the distinction of the “Green Apple for the Build Environment Award 2009”, recently won a Building for Life Silver Standard and 
has also been nominated for the “Housing Excellence Award 2009” in the category “Best New Affordable Housing Scheme, distinctions in which Rainline undoubtedly 
plays a part.

aShtON-UNder-lYNe

PRoject Delivery of Rainline to properties in Manchester

customeR Denovo Design

locAtion Ashton-under-Lyne, Manchester, UK

residential property
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the ecO arch rAinline

Delivery of Rainline in silver metallic to Eco House, a project that has drawn a lot of attention being one of the 
first passive houses in the UK that has no carbon footprint whatsoever. “The reason why I chose to specify 
Rainline was really not that strange, in fact it was fairly obvious,” says Richard Hawkes, renowned architect 
and owner of Eco House. “Rainline is made of steel, not plastic, making it far more sustainable, and since it is 
architecturally attractive and appealing the choice really was straightforward.”

PRoject Delivery of Rainline to one of Britain’s first passive houses

customeR Richard Hawkes

locAtion Crossway, Kent, UK
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The housing project of Stanly Plåt is a new concept using prefabricated steel floor structures complete with finished installations. The placement of shafts 
between interior walls and exterior walls creates a shaftless building with considerably greater freedom to create individual apartment layouts. One of the 
building’s more stunning features is the stainless steel façade, also prefabricated at Stanly Plåt’s plant using Lindab Construline products. The property has 
been completely designed using Lindab’s design tool ADT Tools, and Lindab has supplied all the studs for the prefabricated façade elements and partition walls 
assembled on-site. “Lindab has a complete concept with design tools as well as factory-made and marked steel studs. This has fitted in very well with our new 
concept and we have been able to draw everything in 3D,” says Tomas Jonsson, CEO at Stanly Plåt. “What is more, Lindab’s support, logistics and delivery 
service, have been excellent”. Furthermore, Lindab has also supplied a Lindab Safe duct system to the building.

PRoject Housing construction centered on steel solutions

customeR Stanly Plåt 

locAtion The Western Harbour, Malmö, Sweden

StaNlY plåt construline
Air Duct systems
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To retain the old industrial feeling, Lakeside Development chose to leave all 
old steal beams and static details visible when the old warehouse and iron 
mongers building were turned into an exciting residential development. The 
decision to have a fully visible Lindab Safe air duct system further added to 
the ambience. It also added speed of installation, airtightness and energy 
efficiency in a class of its own. 

PRoject Ventilation products

customeR Imperial Heating 

locAtion Cleveland, United States of America

lakeSide deVelOpmeNt Air Duct systems
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residential property

eNerGibO plUS eNerGY hOUSiNG

PRoject Delivery of roof, guttering and ventilation solution to new energy housing producer

customeR Energibo Svenska AB

locAtion Ronneby, Sweden

When building their very first plus energy house, Energibo chose Lindab’s guttering and standing seam roofing, since these systems require zero maintenance 
and are ecologically good choices. Furthermore Lindab Safe was used for the building’s central indoor climate installation, a complex system that puts a strong 
focus on combining very low energy consumption with a comfortable indoor climate. “Although we are currently using a German solution with insulated facade 
blocks, we are interested to see how further Lindab solutions could be of use to us,” says Magnus Norström of Energibo. “To complement our concept with 
Lindab’s lightweight construction technology and sandwich walls might be interesting. We have had a very good start to our partnership with Lindab and see 
this as just the beginning. Working with contractors who offer us great support and a multitude of leading solutions is exactly what we’re after.”

seAmline
rAinline

Air Duct systems
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bJUVSbOStäder

PRoject Delivery of roof system to residential development renovation

customeR RE-Väla Plåt

locAtion Bjuv, Sweden

Delivery of Lindab tiles to 23 single-storey houses and a total roof surface of approximately 11,000 m2. 
The suburban development outside Bjuv, Sweden is an example of the “million programme” residential 
developments of the 1970’s. By installing Lindab tiles on top of the partially leaking old asbestos roofs 
RE-Väla Plåt has been able to do an extensive roof renovation easy and smoothly. 

coverline
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